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Executive Summary
How Early Learning Investments Can Help Expand
Pennsylvania’s Economy
Pennsylvania business leaders recognize that the key to jumpstarting the state’s economy and keeping struggling companies
in business is to generate additional sales of local goods and
services, while also creating new jobs. That is why, after taking
a hard look at the research and calculating proven returns on
investment, Pennsylvania business leaders are calling on state
and federal policy-makers to invest in early care and education.
This report documents that investments in early learning provide
=OECJEł?=JP EIIA@E=PAA?KJKIE?>KKOPBKNHK?=H>QOEJAOOAO=J@
help build stronger communities over the long term.
Fully investing in early care and education would generate
billions of dollars in sales of goods and services for Pennsylvania
businesses and create tens of thousands of jobs in the state. In
fact, investments in quality early learning generate more new
spending for local businesses than investments in eight other
major economic sectors. For every $1 invested in early care and
education in Pennsylvania, an additional $1.06 is generated for a
total of $2.06 in new spending in the state. This strong economic
boost for local businesses is higher than investments in other
major sectors such as transportation, construction, wholesale
trade, retail trade and manufacturing. Inversely, cuts to state early
learning programs would hurt local businesses in Pennsylvania by
eliminating $1.06 in additional new spending for every $1 cut.
Early care and education should be a critical component of
Pennsylvania’s economic recovery. To provide increased access
to quality early care and education for qualifying Pennsylvania
children from birth through age four would require an investment
of an additional $2.2 billion. That investment would generate $2.4
billion in total new spending in Pennsylvania businesses. And
nearly all of these dollars generated in Pennsylvania would stay
in Pennsylvania – helping local businesses prosper while also
creating up to 75,000 new jobs, including 17,000 jobs outside the
early learning sector.
Such an investment will also save Pennsylvania businesses
money every day through reduced absenteeism and turnover.

1DA=RAN=CASKNGEJCL=NAJPEJIANE?=IEOOAOłRAPKJEJA@=UO
of work per year because of child care problems. This costs
20>QOEJAOOAO>EHHEKJ=UA=N/AOA=N?D?KJłNIOPD=PEB
parents have quality early care and education available in their
communities, not only will absenteeism and turnover go down, but
productivity will also go up – immediately improving businesses’
bottom lines.
Yet another strategic reason for this investment is that access
to quality early care and education will increase the ability of
Pennsylvania businesses to attract skilled employees. Quality
programs for our youngest children are needed for the same
reasons communities strive to have a strong K-12 education
system to attract skilled workers and new businesses. Sixty
percent of new jobs in the early 21st century will require skills
possessed by only 20 percent of the current workforce. As our
economy begins to turn around, Pennsylvania businesses need
the right resources to attract and retain the best workers. One
resource that can help communities attract the best employees is
the availability of quality early learning for their children. Finally,
such an investment will establish a foundation for sustained
economic growth because quality early learning is key to
ensuring that future employees have the early 21st century skills
Pennsylvania businesses need. To remain competitive in a global
marketplace, businesses need communicators, collaborators and
?NEPE?=HPDEJGANO/AOA=N?D?KJłNIOPD=PMQ=HEPUA=NHUHA=NJEJC
EOPDA?NQ?E=HłNOPOPALEJPDA@ARAHKLIAJPKBPDKOAOGEHHOJ@
research shows that the return on investment is impressive:
Studies of high-quality early education programs for at-risk
children have shown that quality programs can save as much as
$16 for every dollar invested.
The bottom line: With limited funds available to help businesses
and our economy get back and stay on track, few investments
make as much sense for Pennsylvania businesses’ balance sheets
as do investments in high-quality early care and education.
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effective and proven investments in quality early childhood care
and education programs.7

Critical Issues for Pennsylvania Businesses

What economic modeling is the most effective way to determine
Even in today’s tough economy, many businesses are experiencing early education’s economic impact in Pennsylvania? This report
QOA@&*-)+ =JA?KJKIE?IK@AHEJCOUOPAIłNOP@ARAHKLA@
a short supply of employees with 21st century skills in large part
because high school and college graduates lack the knowledge and years ago that is widely used for conducting a variety of economic
EIL=?P=J@NAH=PA@=J=HUOAO PKłJ@PDAEIL=?P1DEOOPQ@U
abilities businesses need.1 Consider these facts. In Pennsylvania:
employed the most recent available (2009) data sets and IMPLAN
models and adheres fully to standard input-output and IMPLAN
 22 percent of high school students do not graduate on time;2
conventions (see the Appendix for a
 60 percent of eighth graders
complete explanation of IMPLAN and
are below grade level in math;3
Every $1 spent in Pennsylvania on
the report’s methodology).


63 percent of fourth graders
read below grade level.4

early learning generates an additional
$1.06 in other sectors of the economy

Nationally, 60 percent of three- to
łRAUA=NKH@O@KJKPD=RAPDA>=OE?
skills needed to enter kindergarten,
such as counting to ten and
recognizing letters in the alphabet.5
Each year, dropping out costs
the United States dearly in
lost productivity. In fact, high
school dropouts are so much
less productive than high school
graduates that each class of
dropouts will make $335 billion
less over their lifetime than they
would have as graduates.6 That
loss of earnings translates into less
spending power, lower contribution
to the tax base, and decreased
productivity.

OTHER (2)
20%

SERVICES (1)
24%

HEALTH SERVICES
11%
RETAIL/WHOLESALE
13%

INSURANCE/
MONEY/
FINANCE
14%

CONSTRUCTION/
REAL ESTATE
18%

Source: IMPLAN, 2009

1. Professional, business, information, entertainment, rental, and utility
services.
2. Includes a variety of additional smaller economic sectors.

This economic impact modeling
system found that, for every additional
$1 invested in early care and education
in Pennsylvania, $2.06 is generated
in total spending within the state.
This strong economic boost for local
businesses is higher than investments
in other major sectors such as
transportation ($1.92), construction
Ġ SDKHAO=HAPN=@AĠ 
retail trade ($1.73) and manufacturing
($1.73). Research shows that among
Pennsylvania’s major economic sectors
that will spur economic growth, early
care and education offers one of the
smartest ways to create additional
buying power for consumers and help
local companies stay in business.

To provide increased access to
quality early care and education
for Pennsylvania’s children from birth through age four who
qualify would require an investment of an additional $2.2 billion.
That investment would yield $2.4 billion in additional sales in
Pennsylvania’s economy outside of early care and education, for
a total of $4.6 billion of new money infused into the state (see
Appendix C).9 And most of these dollars generated in Pennsylvania

Increasing Sales of Local Goods and Services
New research by AMERICA’S EDGE found that attracting skilled
employees, strengthening local and state economies now, and
improving businesses’ bottom lines can be achieved through cost
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The early learning sector in Pennsylvania generates more additional
spending in the economy than other major economic sectors:
Output Multipliers

Economic Sectors
Early Care and Education1

$2.06

Other Major Sectors
Other

$1.95

Transportation

$1.92

Construction

$1.91

Wholesale Trade

$1.86

Farming, Forest, Fishing, Hunting

$1.80

Retail Trade

$1.73

Manufacturing

$1.73

Mining, Oil, Gas

$1.70

Utilities

$1.54

Every $1 invested
in the early learning sector generates an additional
$1.06 in the local
economy.

1. The early care and education sector is part of the larger services sector, which on average generates a
multiplier of $2.06 for every $1 invested.
Source: IMPLAN, 2009 analysis of Type SAM Output Multipliers for Pennsylvania

would stay in Pennsylvania – helping local businesses improve
sales in almost every sector. Here are some examples of the
economic impact that investing in early learning would have on the
major economic sectors in Pennsylvania:
%

%

%

%

of increased sales for Pennsylvania businesses:

LLNKTEI=PAHUIEHHEKJEJJASO=HAOEJPDAOP=PAO
services sector, which employs the majority of workers in
-AJJOUHR=JE=1DA=@@EPEKJ=H@KHH=NOSKQH@>AJAłPI=JU
small businesses including dry cleaners, mobile phone and
?=>HA?KIL=JEAO =J@JQIANKQOLNKBAOOEKJ=HłNIOOQ?D=O
=??KQJPEJC H=S=J@P=TKBł?AO10
Approximately $431 million in new sales in real estate and
construction – providing a boost to the slumping real estate
market and helping many low- and middle-income families
keep up with their mortgage or rental payments.11
LLNKTEI=PAHUIEHHEKJEJJAS@KHH=NOPK-AJJOUHR=JE=O
EJOQN=J?A=J@łJ=J?AOA?PKNO EJ?HQ@EJCHK?=H>=JGO=J@
insurance companies.12

%

Over $97 million in sales at local restaurants, the cost for over
25,000 households of four to eat out for one year;14

%

Over $41 million in sales from local electric companies, the
cost of monthly electric bills for over 21,000 families of four;15

%

Over $21 million in sales from local supermarkets, the cost of
a year of groceries for over 3,700 families of four;16

%

,RANIEHHEKJEJO=HAOBNKIC=OKHEJAOP=PEKJO=J@
LAPNKHAQINAłJANEAO PDA?KOP BKNAT=ILHA BKNKRAN 
families to pay for gasoline for an entire year.17

%

Over $14 million in sales from local car and automobile parts
dealers, the cost, for example, for over 700 families to get a
new compact car.

The key point is that investments in the early learning sector
are very competitive with investments in other major sectors,
and these investments create an immediate infusion of dollars
throughout Pennsylvania’s local businesses.

LLNKTEI=PAHUIEHHEKJEJJASO=HAOEJ-AJJOUHR=JE=O
retail and wholesale trade sectors, including grocery stores,
department stores, and auto dealers.13

The $2.4 billion in additional spending outside of early care and
education will be generated in over 400 economic categories. Of
those 400-plus categories, here are just a few concrete examples
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Early Learning Spending Stays in Pennsylvania
Here’s how it works:

How Early Learning Investments
Help Pennsylvania Businesses

The dollars initially invested in an early learning program re?EN?QH=PAPDNKQCDPDAHK?=HA?KJKIU1DAłNOP@KHH=NKBOLAJ@EJC
goes directly to early care and education programs, and the
additional spending is generated in two ways: (1) when early
learning centers purchase local goods and services to operate
their programs; and (2) when early learning teachers and staff
spend their wages on local goods and services. All this additional
spending is generated through what is known as the “multiplier
effect.”

New
Sales

New
Investments
$

Early Learning
Centers

$

Although every industry generates some additional spending in
these two ways (see table on page 2 for a comparison of economic
output multipliers for different sectors), the early child care and
education sector has one of the highest output multipliers because
a high proportion of the spending by early learning programs and
staff is spent locally. Much of the investment in early education
goes to teacher wages, and the person-to-person nature of this
service means that it must be provided and delivered locally. This
is different from many industries that are based on products that
could be manufactured outside of Pennsylvania or on services that
can be provided remotely (e.g., customer service representatives
via phone lines from other states or even internationally).

75,000 New Jobs in Pennsylvania

Teachers &
Staff

$
Make
Purchases

Main
Street
Businesses

More
Jobs

$

In turn, since early education teachers and staff are low- and
moderate-wage workers (child care workers have median annual
incomes of $17,440)19 they typically spend rather than save their
wages, purchasing local goods and services, including housing
and retail products.
Here’s what this means in actual dollars and cents: Every dollar
spent on early care and education in Pennsylvania yields a total of
$2.06 in the state economy.20

Cost Savings and Increased Productivity for
Businesses

Fully investing in early care and education would also create tens
of thousands of new jobs. For every ten jobs created in the early
care and education sector, three jobs are created outside that
sector in Pennsylvania’s economy.21

Quality early learning saves businesses money through reduced
absenteeism and turnover. The average working parent in
IANE?=IEOOAOłRAPKJEJA@=UOKBSKNG KNKJAPKPSKSAAGO
per year, because of child care problems. In fact, according to
a study published by Cornell University, this problem costs U.S.
businesses $3 billion every year.23/AOA=N?D?KJłNIOPD=PEB
parents have quality early care and education available in their
communities, not only will absenteeism and turnover go down, but
retention and productivity will also go up.24 Reduced absenteeism
and turnover and increased retention and productivity translate
EJPKEIIA@E=PAO=REJCO=J@EJ?NA=OA@LNKłPOBKN>QOEJAOOAO
good news to Pennsylvania businesses on both sides of their
balance sheets.

An analysis of the IMPLAN economic data for Pennsylvania shows
that a $2.2 billion investment providing increased access to quality
early care and education for Pennsylvania’s children from birth
through age four who qualify would create 75,000 new jobs,
including 17,000 new jobs in other economic sectors.22 These
additional jobs are created when expanded early learning programs
and their employees purchase additional local goods and services.
As demand for goods increases, so does the need to supply those
goods, which creates jobs.
Thus, investment in early learning, with the increased spending
power from newly-employed individuals, would help Pennsylvania
begin to reduce its unemployment rate and immediately strengthen
local businesses.

Attracting Skilled Employees
Even in tough economic times, businesses often struggle to attract
MQ=HEłA@=LLHE?=JPOPKłHHOGEHHA@LKOEPEKJO%=REJC=??AOOPK
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quality early care and education services currently helps hundreds
of thousands of parents stay in the workforce in Pennsylvania.25
%KSARAN KRAN ?DEH@NAJQJ@ANłRASDK=NA=PNEOGKB
school failure in Pennsylvania do not participate in regulated early
?=NA=J@A@Q?=PEKJLNKCN=IO =J@=OECJEł?=JPJQI>ANSKQH@
likely participate if high-quality, affordable programs were available
in their neighborhoods.26 Like strong K-12 education systems,
quality early education for our youngest children can help attract
skilled workers and new businesses. Pennsylvania businesses
must be poised to compete for the most skilled workers as the
economy begins to recover.

Cuts to Early Learning Hurt Businesses
In the same way that investments in early learning generate
additional spending in Pennsylvania due to the multiplier
effect, the reverse is also true: funding cuts to early learning
programs also reduce sales from Pennsylvania businesses.
Thus, for every $1 cut from early learning programs, an
additional $1.06 will be lost in sales of local goods and
services.27
Pennsylvania cannot afford cuts to early learning that will
directly hurt the bottom lines of Pennsylvania businesses.

)KJC1ANIAJAłPOBKN"?KJKIE?
Security
In addition to jump-starting Pennsylvania’s economy and creating
tens of thousands of new jobs, major investments in quality early
HA=NJEJCLNKCN=IOSKQH@=HOKD=RAEILKNP=JPHKJCPANI>AJAłPO
that would establish a foundation for sustained economic growth.

=J@=LLHEA@OGEHHO =J@OECJEł?=JP@Ał?EAJ?EAOATEOP=IKJC
entrants at every level.1DA@Ał?EAJ?EAO=NACNA=PAOPSEPDDECD
school graduates: 42.4 percent of employers report the overall
LNAL=N=PEKJKBDECDO?DKKHCN=@Q=PAO=O@Ał?EAJPĢLAN?AJP
NALKNP@Ał?EAJ?EAOEJSNEPPAJ?KIIQJE?=PEKJOĢLAN?AJP
NALKNP@Ał?EAJ?EAOEJLNKBAOOEKJ=HEOIĢ=J@LAN?AJPNALKNP
@Ał?EAJ?EAOEJ?NEPE?=HPDEJGEJC29 Although preparedness increases
SEPDA@Q?=PEKJHARAH AILHKUANOJKPAOECJEł?=JP@Ał?EAJ?EAO
remaining among graduates of the four-year colleges in written
?KIIQJE?=PEKJOĠLAN?AJP HA=@ANODELĠLAN?AJP =J@
LNKBAOOEKJ=HEOIĠLAN?AJP 30

To remain competitive in the global marketplace, businesses
need employees with hard skills (math, reading, writing) and soft
skills (communication, collaboration and critical thinking). But
AILHKUANO=NAATLANEAJ?EJC=OECJEł?=JPODKNP=CAKBSKNGANO
with the skills they need. According to a 2006 survey, less than a
quarter of employers (only 23.9 percent) report that new entrants
with four-year college degrees have “excellent” basic knowledge

High-quality early care and education is a critical step to support
the development of the 21st century skills that businesses require in
their workforce. Research studies demonstrate that children who
participate in high-quality early learning can do better on a range of
outcomes. Here are examples of what outcomes are impacted and
what is possible:

The Perry Preschool Program
One of the best studies of early care and education for
three- and four-year-olds, the High/Scope Perry Preschool
Program in Ypsilanti, Michigan, followed the children who
attended the preschool until they were age 40. From 1962
through 1967, preschool teachers worked intensively with
low-income children ages three and four. The children
attended preschool during the week and teachers came
to their homes once a week to coach their parents. When
the children were age 40, researchers compared their
life stories with those who did not participate in the early
education program. The payoff was impressive. Almost
half of the preschool children were performing at grade
level by the age of 14, compared with just 15 percent of
the children in the control group; 44 percent more of the
children in the Perry program graduated from high school;
and 60 percent of participants were earning upward of
$20,000 a year in their forties, versus 40 percent of those
in the control group.

4

%

Better preparation to succeed in elementary school – for
example, children exposed to one year of Oklahoma’s
universal pre-kindergarten program experienced a 16
percent increase in their overall test scores;31

%

Less special education – children who attended the
Chicago Child-Parent Centers (CPC) program were 40
percent less likely to need special education;32

%

Lower rates of retention in school – children participating
in the Abecedarian early education program were 43
percent less likely to be held back in school;33

%

Higher rates of high school graduation – children
attending the Perry program were 44 percent more likely
to graduate from high school;34
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Early Care and Education in Pennsylvania:
An economic snapshot
Early care and education programs serve young children from
birth through age 5. These programs take several forms,
including child care centers and family child care homes, private
preschool programs, and publicly-funded and regulated early
education programs including public Pre-Kindergarten, Head
Start, and early childhood special education programs provided
by the public schools. In Pennsylvania, over 250,000 young
children under age 5 who are at-risk of school failure are not
served by regulated early care and education settings.39
Early care and education is an important economic sector in
-AJJOUHR=JE= I=GEJCOECJEł?=JP?KJPNE>QPEKJOPKPDAHK?=H
economy:

%

%

%

Early care and education programs represent a sizable
OI=HH>QOEJAOOOA?PKNEJPDAOP=PA SEPD?ANPEłA@?DEH@
care places consisting of more than 4,400 child care
?AJPANO CNKQLDKIAO=J@ B=IEHU?DEH@?=NA
homes.40

%

The early care and education sector employs more than
45,000 people in the state, including administrators,
teachers, and child care workers.41

%

QNNAJPHU -AJJOUHR=JE=OLAJ@OIEHHEKJKJOP=PA
funded quality early learning programs, which in turn
are generating an additional $475 million in economic
activity, for a total of $923 million in economic activity
for the Commonwealth.42

Conclusion

Less crime – children not offered the Perry program were
łRAPEIAOIKNAHEGAHUPK>A?KIA?DNKJE?KBBAJ@ANO>U=CA
27;35 and

Research is clear that investments in high-quality early care and
education will help jump-start our economy through an immediate
increase in sales for Pennsylvania businesses and the creation of
many new jobs. At the same time, we will be building the skills of
KQNBQPQNASKNGBKN?A-KHE?UI=GANOIQOPI=GA@EBł?QHP@A?EOEKJO
about where to invest limited funds as revenues have decreased
during the recession. Funding for early care and education should
be a priority since it is one of the best ways we can immediately
strengthen our economy while creating lasting economic security.

Higher rates of employment – children in Perry were 22%
more likely to be employed at age 40.36

Studies of high-quality early education programs for at-risk
children have shown that these programs can save as much as
$16 for every dollar invested.371DAOAHKJCPANI>AJAłPO=NA
realized when the children who receive high-quality early learning
grow up and become better educated and more productive
workers, with far less remedial education or criminal costs to
society. That is a return on investment that cannot be matched by
almost any other public investment.
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Appendix A
Economic Multipliers Analysis

regionally (locally). First, the multipliers were generated based
on estimates from MIG, Inc.’s recently-completed National Trade
Flow Model. Second, in order to facilitate comparison with earlier
IMPLAN modeling work, multipliers were also generated based
on the previous IMPLAN standard for RPC estimates, namely an
econometric model.

Economists have documented the contributions that the early care
and education sector makes to the economy in the short term
through economic multiplier effects.
1DAODKNPPANIA?KJKIE?@ARAHKLIAJP>AJAłPOKBPDAA=NHU?DEH@
care and education sector are based on estimates calculated from
what are called input-output economic models. These models
show the linkages between all sectors in the economy, creating a
matrix detailing how spending in each sector ripples through other
economic sectors via the purchases of goods and services from
other sectors.

The reported results are based on fully disaggregated models (i.e.
@EOPEJ?POA?PKNO 1DA@EO=CCNAC=PA@OA?PKNO=NA@AłJA@>U
MIG, inc. but are based upon and cross-walked with the North
IANE?=J&J@QOPNE=H H=OOEł?=PEKJ0UOPAIĠ+& 0 SDE?DOARAN=H
UA=NO=CKNALH=?A@PDA0P=J@=N@&J@QOPNE=H H=OOEł?=PEKJĠ0& 
code system. Additional analysis was also conducted using models
we aggregated into a small number of very broad sectors (e.g.
Agriculture, Manufacturing, Services, etc.).

There are three types of economic linkage effects that this inputoutput analysis captures. Direct effects of new spending in the
child care sector are seen within the sector itself, through new
IKJAUOLAJPKJ?DEH@?=NALNKCN=IO&J@ENA?PABBA?PONAŃA?P
the inter-industry expenditures generated when child care
businesses purchase goods and services from other sectors.
These businesses, in turn, are stimulated to increase their input
purchases, and so on in widening ripple effects throughout the
A?KJKIU&J@Q?A@ABBA?PONAŃA?POEIEH=NA?KJKIUSE@AEIL=?PO
due to the increased spending on goods and services of early
A@Q?=PEKJSKNGANO=OłNOPPDAENS=CAOEJ?NA=OA =J@PDAJPDA
wages of workers in other affected industries increase. The
combined linkage effect of indirect (inter-industry spending) and
induced (household spending) is called a Type SAM multiplier.

To illustrate the impact of increased spending on early learning,
we used the models created to estimate the indirect and induced
effects on each sector of the economy of exogenous increases
(e.g. of a $1,000,000 base investment) in the demand for child
care services. Because government spending is determined as
much by policy decisions as by the regional dynamics of economic
forces, government spending is conventionally treated as a source
of exogenous demand. We focus on this source.
For additional information and background on input-output
analyses of the early care and education sector, see the following
resources:
Zhilin, L., Ribeiro, R., & Warner, M. (2004). Child care multipliers:
J=HUOEOBNKIłBPUOP=PAO)EJGEJC"?KJKIE?!ARAHKLIAJP=J@
Child Care Research Project. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, Cornell
Cooperative Extension. Retrieved from http://government.cce.
cornell.edu/doc/pdf/50StatesBrochure.pdf

Early learning investments generate new dollars and jobs
throughout Pennsylvania’s economy. Every new dollar spent on
early learning yields a total of $2.06 in the state economy.
AMERICA’S EDGE commissioned an analysis of the most recent
available data for Pennsylvania on the economic impact of the
early care and education sector on other sectors.

Zhilin, L., Ribeiro, R., & Warner, M. (2004). Comparing child
care multipliers in the regional economy: Analysis from 50
states. Linking Economic Development and Child Care Research
Project. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, Cornell Cooperative
Extension. Retrieved from http://government.cce.cornell.edu/doc/
pdf/50States.pdf

All input-output modeling results were generated using the
Minnesota IMPLAN Group, Inc (MIG, Inc) IMPLAN® economic
impact modeling system. First developed in 1993, the system now
is in widespread use for conducting a wide variety of economic
impact and related analyses.
This study employed the most recently available (2009) data sets
and IMPLAN models. One model was created for Pennsylvania.
Our modeling approach and analyses adhere fully to standard
input-output and IMPLAN conventions.
Multipliers were generated for the model using two separate
OAPOKB=OOQILPEKJO=>KQPNACEKJ=HLQN?D=OA?KABł?EAJPO
(RPC), or the proportion of purchases in each sector that occur
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35%

13%

South East Region1

South West Region2

 million

$770 million

$2.2 billion

IEHHEKJ

$1.6 billion

$4.6 billion

Total new
spending
generated in
the economy

$312 million

IEHHEKJ

$2.4 billion

Total new spending generated
outside the early
care and
education sector
Real estate and
construction
(18%)

$431
million
$150
million
$56
million

Services
(24%)

$581
million
$203
million
$75
million

$42
million

$114
millon

$328
million

Insurance and
łJ=J?A
(14%)

Spending by Major Sector

$41
million

$111
million

$318
million

Retail and
wholesale
(13%)

1 South East Region includes the counties of Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and Philadelphia.
2. South West Region includes the counties of Allegheny, Fayette, Washington and Westmoreland. Data for Green county not available.
Sources: IMPLAN, 2011, using 2009 Pennsylvania data and statewide IMPLAN models; American Community Survey 2009 data on total children under 5 by county.
Notes: For Pennsylvania, input-output modeling analyses were conducted to identify economic impacts. Pennsylvania’s Type SAM output multiplier was $2.06. For the South East and South West
/ACEKJO PDAłCQNAO=>KRANALNAOAJP=LNKLKNPEKJ=HAOPEI=PAKBPDAOP=PASE@AA?KJKIE?EIL=?P AOPEI=PA@>=OA@KJPDALNKLKNPEKJKB?DEH@NAJQJ@ANEJPDKOAHK?=PEKJO

100%

Pennsylvania

Location

Total new
Percent of
early care
children
and education
QJ@ANłRA investments to
relative to
serve unmet
state
need from birth
PKłRA

Selected major regions of Pennsylvania

New spending generated by early care and education investments
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Appendix B

Appendix C
AMERICA’S EDGE estimates that $2.2 billion in new high-quality early
care and education investments are needed in Pennsylvania to
OANRA=J=@@EPEKJ=HAOPEI=PA@ UKQJC?DEH@NAJBNKI>ENPD
through age four currently unserved by early care and education
programs who would qualify for them.

sectors of Pennsylvania’s economy, yielding $4.6 billion in new
total spending.

Goals for providing high-quality early learning to Pennsylvania children

In Pennsylvania, there are an estimated 733,000 children
Ġ  QJ@AN=CAłRAHEREJCEJB=IEHEAO=OA@KJ
population estimates from the Pennsylvania State Data Center,
Pennsylvania State University, cited in spreadsheet attachments
to OCDEL’s Program Risk and Reach Assessment Report.
-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@"=NHU)A=NJEJC
(2010, April). Program Reach and Risk Assessment Report, State
#EO?=H6A=N%=NNEO>QNC -ġQPDKN/APNEARA@KJ
February 1, 2011 from http://www.pakeys.org/uploadedContent/
Docs/ELinPA/2009ReachRiskApr2010.pdf

Estimates of current capacity in early care and education
programs

AMERICA’S EDGE supports the goal laid out by Pennsylvania’s plan
for providing high-quality early care and education programs to
serve young children at risk of school failure. While some states
have proposed and implemented higher participation rates in early
learning programs – Oklahoma, the national leader on access to
early learning programs, serves 71% of its 4-year-olds with pre-k,
=J@OANRAOKBEPOUA=NKH@OSEPDLNAG %A=@0P=NP KNA=NHU
childhood special education programs – Pennsylvania’s plan
provides a realistic short-term goal for increased access to highquality early learning in Pennsylvania.

1KAOPEI=PAPDAJQI>ANKB?DEH@NAJQJ@AN=CAłRA=PNEOGKBO?DKKH
failure and served by regulated early care and education programs,
AMERICA’S EDGEK>P=EJA@PDAIKOPNA?AJPHU=R=EH=>HAłCQNAOBNKI
state data sources documenting enrollment in the various early
care and education programs.

Pennsylvania’s goal to serve children under age 5 at risk of school
failure with high-quality early care and education programs has
>AAJ@AłJA@>U-AJJOUHR=JE=O,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@
Early Learning (OCDEL) as those with family incomes at or below
300 percent of the Federal Poverty Level (FPL). Research cited
in OCDEL’s Program Reach and Risk Assessment Report shows
that families earning up to 300 percent of FPL are at risk of school
failure and also are not able to afford privately purchased highquality early care and education services. A total of approximately
425,000 children (425,114) under age 5 in Pennsylvania need to
be served by high-quality early care and education programs to
NA=?DPDEOCK=HĠPDEOłCQNAEJ?HQ@AOPDKOA?QNNAJPHUOANRA@=J@
those not yet served by these programs).

AMERICA’S EDGE was able to obtain estimates of program capacity
or enrollment for each major type of early care and education
program available to children and families in Pennsylvania.
Pre-K Countsġ ?DEH@NAJSANAAJNKHHA@EJ-AJJOUHR=JE=
-NA( KQJPOEJPDAłO?=HUA=N-AJJOUHR=JE=
,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@"=NHU)A=NJEJCĠ LNEH 
Program Reach and Risk Assessment Report, State Fiscal Year
%=NNEO>QNC -ġQPDKN/APNEARA@KJ#A>NQ=NU
1, 2011 from http://www.pakeys.org/uploadedContent/Docs/
ELinPA/2009ReachRiskApr2010.pdf

Barnett, W.S., Epstein, D.J., Friedman, A.H., Sansanelli, R.A.,
& Hustedt, J.T. (2009). The state of preschool 2009 – State
preschool yearbook. Rutgers, NJ: Rutgers University, National
&JOPEPQPABKN"=NHU"@Q?=PEKJ/AOA=N?DĢ-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB
Child Development and Early Learning. (2010, October). Program
Reach and Risk Assessment Report, State Fiscal Year 2009-2010.
Harrisburg, PA: Author. Retrieved on February 1, 2011 from http://
www.pakeys.org/uploadedContent/Docs/ELinPA/2009-2010_
Reach_and_Risk.pdf

Head Start: ?DEH@NAJSANAAJNKHHA@EJ%A=@0P=NPLNKCN=IO
EJ-AJJOUHR=JE= QOEJCOP=PAKNBA@AN=HBQJ@O @QNEJCPDA
łO?=HUA=N-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP
and Early Learning. (2010, April). Program Reach and Risk
OOAOOIAJP/ALKNP 0P=PA#EO?=H6A=N%=NNEO>QNC -ġ
Author. Retrieved on February 1, 2011 from http://www.pakeys.
org/uploadedContent/Docs/ELinPA/2009ReachRiskApr2010.pdf
School-based Pre-K: an estimated 9,942 young children at risk of
school failure were served by school-based Pre-K programs during
PDAłO?=HUA=N1DEOłCQNAS=O?=H?QH=PA@>UP=GEJC
the number of children under 5 in school-based Pre-K programs
(17,141 children) and applying the proportion of children at risk of
school failure (those with family incomes at or below 300 percent
of FPL), yielding an estimated 9,942 children at risk of school
failure participating in school-based Pre-K. This estimate assumes
a proportionate distribution of at-risk children among those
enrolled in school-based Pre-K, the most appropriate estimate
absent program data indicating program enrollment by family
EJ?KIAHARAH-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@"=NHU

Economic multipliers calculations for new investments
needed
The $4.6 billion estimate of the total new spending generated
in Pennsylvania’s economy from $2.2 billion in new early care
and education spending was calculated by taking the Type SAM
Output multiplier for Pennsylvania, $2.06, and multiplying it by the
$2.2 billion, which yields $4.6 billion in new spending. This new
spending includes the $2.2 billion new direct spending in the early
childhood education sector, plus the new indirect and induced
spending (with a subtotal of $2.4 billion) which ripple out to other
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Learning. (2010, April). Program Reach and Risk Assessment
/ALKNP 0P=PA#EO?=H6A=N%=NNEO>QNC -ġQPDKN
Retrieved on February 1, 2011 from http://www.pakeys.org/
uploadedContent/Docs/ELinPA/2009ReachRiskApr2010.pdf

#EO?=H6A=N%=NNEO>QNC -ġQPDKN/APNEARA@KJ
February 1, 2011 from http://www.pakeys.org/uploadedContent/
!K?O")EJ-/A=?D/EOGLNL@BĢ-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB
Child Development and Early Learning. (2010, October). Program
Reach and Risk Assessment Report, State Fiscal Year 2009-2010.
Harrisburg, PA: Author. Retrieved on February 1, 2011 from http://
www.pakeys.org/uploadedContent/Docs/ELinPA/2009-2010_
Reach_and_Risk.pdf

Early Invervention: an estimated 35,765 young children at risk of
school failure were served by early intervention programs during
PDAłO?=HUA=N1DEOłCQNAS=O?=H?QH=PA@>UP=GEJC
the number of children under 5 in early intervention programs
(61,663 children) and applying the proportion of children at risk
of school failure (those with family incomes at or below 300
percent of FPL), yielding an estimated 35,765 children at risk of
school failure participating in early intervention programs. This
estimate assumes a proportionate distribution of at-risk children
among those enrolled in early intervention, an appropriate estimate
absent program data indicating program enrollment by family
EJ?KIAHARAH-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@"=NHU
Learning. (2010, April). Program Reach and Risk Assessment
/ALKNP 0P=PA#EO?=H6A=N%=NNEO>QNC -ġQPDKN
Retrieved on February 1, 2011 from http://www.pakeys.org/
uploadedContent/Docs/ELinPA/2009ReachRiskApr2010.pdf

Total Children Served and Unserved
AMERICA’S EDGE estimates that the total number of young children
at risk of school failure (those with family incomes below 300
percent of the Federal Poverty Level) currently served by early
care and education programs in Pennsylvania is 140,000 children
(140,375). This estimate totals the number of economically at
risk children served by the early care and education programs
detailed above, and adjusts for the potential for duplicated counts
for individual children enrolled in more than one early care and
education setting (Pre-K Counts and child care, for example) by
adjusting the child care programs estimates downward by 50%,
which assumes that 50% of these children were also enrolled
in another early care and education program. Subtracting this
estimate of the number of children being served (140,375 children)
from the proposed number of children to be served to reach the
goal of serving all children under age 5 at risk of school failure
Ġ ?DEH@NAJ UEAH@O ?DEH@NAJ KN=LLNKTEI=PAHU
 ?DEH@NAJJKP>AEJCOANRA@SDKSKQH@JAA@PK>AOANRA@PK
reach this goal.

Child care – Keystone STARS and other regulated child care: the
total number of young children at risk of school failure in regulated
child care programs (which included child care centers or family
child care homes, both those participating in the Keystone
STARS quality rating and improvement system and those not
L=NPE?EL=PEJC S=O=JAOPEI=PA@ ?DEH@NAJĠ  >=OA@
KJOP=PA@=P=BNKI, !")1DEOłCQNAS=O?=H?QH=PA@
by taking the number of children under 5 in Keystone STARS
programs (107,542 children) and applying the proportion of
children at risk of school failure (those with family incomes at or
below 300 percent of FPL), yielding an estimated 62,374 children
at risk of school failure participating in Keystone STARS programs.
This estimate assumes a proportionate distribution of at-risk
children among those enrolled in Keystone STARS, an appropriate
estimate absent program data indicating program enrollment by
family income level. Since OCDEL noted in the October 2010
Program Reach and Risk Assessment Report that 63.3 percent
of children under age 5 in regulated child care are served by
programs participating in Keystone STARS, AMERICA’S EDGE applied
this percentage to the number of at risk children served by
(AUOPKJA01/0LNKCN=IO UEAH@EJC=JAOPEI=PA@PKP=HKB 
at risk children under age 5 in regulated child care programs
(including STARS and non-STARS programs). Children enrolled in
regulated child care programs not participating in Keystone STARS
are in programs of unknown quality, and therefore are not included
in estimates of the number of Pennsylvania young children
enrolled in high-quality early care and education programs.
AMERICA’S EDGE includes them in this estimate of at risk young
children served by regulated early care and education programs
because they represent a portion of the early care and education
market on which economic impacts can appropriately be based.
-AJJOUHR=JE=,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@"=NHU)A=NJEJC
(2010, April). Program Reach and Risk Assessment Report, State

Program data documenting the number of children enrolled in
multiple early learning programs were not available; improved
early learning data systems that track individual children’s
participation in multiple programs, currently under development in
Pennsylvania, will provide useful data in the future to develop more
precise estimates across the whole early learning sector.

Calculations for per-child and total costs for early care and
education investments
-AJJOUHR=JE=O,Bł?AKB DEH@!ARAHKLIAJP=J@"=NHU)A=NJEJC
estimates that the Pennsylvania Pre-K Counts program has an
average per child annual cost of $7,900. AMERICA’S EDGE uses
PDEOłCQNA=O=CKK@AOPEI=PAKBLAN?DEH@=JJQ=H?KOPKBDECD
quality early care and education in Pennsylvania. Multiplying this
per-child cost of high-quality early care and education ($7,900)
by the total number of new children to be served to reach all
children under age 5 at risk of school failure, which is an additional
 ?DEH@NAJĠ ?DEH@NAJ NKQJ@A@PK  UEAH@O
an estimated $2.2 billion in new early care and education spending
needed.
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